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Doodling for Fashionistas is the fourth in a new adult doodling series designed to appeal to both

seasoned artists and first-time doodlers alike. Packed with more than 50 fun and inspirational tips,

prompts, and exercises, professional illustrator Gemma Correll sparks the imagination and spurs

artists to explore, experiment, and brainstorm ways to draw and doodle their favorite outfits and

accessories with her cute and clever art style. The artist's simple, unique, and whimsical approach

is sure to inspire, entertain, and guide artists of any skill level. Doodlers will find inspiration for

drawing different types of clothing, jewelry, accessories, and even complete outfits. One part

inspiration and one part instruction, this interactive book not only demonstrates how to draw

whimsical fashion from the runway to your own closet, but also encourages artists to develop their

own doodling style and techniques. With its small, portable format and plenty of open doodling

pages, this fun and quirky doodle book is perfect for the on-the-go creative types.
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Doodling for Fashionistas is a fun and funny drawing book for young people. It offers examples and

teaches simple doodling-level illustrations that anyone could draw and enjoy. The illustration style is

one of cute abstraction, and is actually quite clever. It starts with basics â€” like different styles of

shoes â€” and building from there, calls for using those skills, later, in more complex doodles.

Excellent book for a young person, who likes to doodle, and loves fashion. My pre-teen daughter is

especially enjoying it!



Doodling for Fashionistas says itâ€™s for the diva designer in you. The illustrations are quirky and

cool, and donâ€™t have any sign of pretension that diva might imply. The book includes doodle

prompts and step-by-step exercises and work really well whether your creativity needs a bit of a

nudge or youâ€™re ready to full-out design some shoes. And themes include â€œhighbrowâ€• items

like gowns, as well as funny things like onesies for adults. Along with the many pages on doodling,

many are also on other aspects of fashion like quizzes, and terminology on shoes and clothes. I

received the entire series of six books as a gift and I love them! They are all very well-made with a

high-quality cover that blurs paperback and hardcover. Fun for you on a rainy day or a great gift for

a budding designer of just about any age. Maybe at least 12 or so. Fun stuff!

If you like fashion and like to doodle then this book is for you! I love sketching ideas and coloring my

favorite obsessions- clothes, shoes and accessories! There are lots of prompts and games in this

book with plenty of room for your own creations. I bet every fashionista no matter what age would

get a kick out of this pocket size book of fun.

Gemma's wit and humor permeates every page of this delightful book. As someone who is more

familiar with Gemma's pug and kitty drawings, Doodling for Fashionistas shows that her drawings of

people are just as fun and charming as their animal counterparts. Would make a great gift for a hip

tween/teen in your life, as the book is well produced (unlike the many cheaply-printed activity books

that flood the market). Very cute!
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